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WANNA
MAKE A
BETTER
FUTURE?

“Where we may agree is that creativity
may be taught in various pedagogical
ways, and while the imagination is still
what it has always been – imaginative
and non-teachable – it is paramount that
we think about other viable options
and processes that are not solely based
on technological software and traditional
craftsmanship.”

Post-Experiential: "Wanna Make a Better Future?" Speculative Collaborative
Methodology and Its Implications on Contemporary Aesthetic Practices
"Tell us something we don't already know."
Post-Experiential suggests that there are experimental and
technological aspects for communicating human expression beyond
traditional narratives and theoretical historical structures.
The suggestion of the Post-Experiential asks if there is an
aesthetic and programmatic shift occurring in the arts which is
moving us away from the individual creative/auteur/artist/author
(which has dominated our imagination for many centuries) towards
a techno-socio collaborative model, such as a future tribe?
The idea behind this speculation is that we have evolved through
a secession of major events starting with the prehistoric tribe
to the long rise of the individual/auteur/author and only
recently started a shift towards a new future tribe based in
emergent tools of social exchange and valuation. This talk will
examine a proto-typical model for developing new ideas beyond
the theoretical and phenomenological propositions of early
twentieth century practices.
Post Experiential suggests that the world we now occupy is a
more varied, complicated and nuanced place. Whether something is
good or bad weighs little on the larger advancing and numerous
forces, which influence and command our attention. Where is
creativity in any narrative? If Art no longer maintains a
categorical distinction besides being solely art, are we only
repeating old habits of resistance and complicity with markets,
which only make artists self-regulators of their own censorship.
If so, what are the expectations for the future of creativity?
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Post Experiential - Boundaries & Differeneces

Boundaries [creative and proprietary] are important when working with others.
What happens differently when working with others than working alone?
How do you and your ideas benefit?
How do you and your ideas suffer?
What is the difference between collaborating or sharing?

Know some of the differences:
What do you want/expect as a creative result?
What do you expect from the process [individual growth/altrusium/profit]?
How do you maintain proper boundaries? Randomly/ wait for something to happen?
Create an agreement/contract? Should it be verbal or in writing or trust?
Who owns the rights? 100% ownership by decree or free use by any involved party?

Post-Experiential_Begin

Ask each individual
to create, invent,
recall, or fabricate
an idea about
what would make
their future better.

“WANNA MAKE A BETTER FUTURE?”
“Cloud for your soul”
“Off-line Day”
“Mental Illness Awareness”
“Reuse Carbon Products”
“No Money”
“Matrix (1999) without the bad AI stuff”
“Stop Deforestation”
“No Car -Personal Mobility”
“Butterfly Effect of Social Media”
“Toilets that analyze shit to inform about energy use”
“Digital Contraceptives”
“Architectural - space by void of space”
“Bee Media”
“Analogue Love”
Post Experiential Project #1, Original Concept

Post-Experiential_after several iterations

Each person arrived at a
workable conclusion that was
singular to their thinking.
Each person was then placed
into a groups and asked to
come up with five “qualities”
that best decribed their subject.
These “qualities of the future,”
would be shared with their group
and be used as a base-set to imagine
a project on these qualities alone.

Post Experiential - Collaborative Methodology

What Is A Group?
How Do You Create Groups?
Should Groups Always Be Created Fairly - Democratically?
Options: idea similarities, idea differences, strong mixed with weak,
gender specificity, cultural specificity, friends, enemies, neutrality?
Pairing: To Achieve: Best Results; Unexpected Outcome; Unpredictability; Risk
Are The Expectations For A Group Different Than For Individual?

How Do I Collaborate?
Is Collaboration Easy or Hard?
What Happens When I Feel Like My Voice Is Not Heard or Represented?
How Do I Know When I Am Collaborating Successfully?
How Do I Know When The Collaboration is Completed?

WANNA MAKE A BETTER FUTURE?
“Emotional/Human Moment Fortune Teller”
“Zero Gravity Structures”
“Shit Farmers”
“Biological Cult”
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“Soul Sourcing Valuation: turniptechnologies”
“Device for OFF DAY management”
“Transformium [everything/anywhere/anytime]”
“Eating Bugs for protein”
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“BeeEmoji”

“Trichster’s Unite”
“How to Measure Paranonia”
“Dimensionality #?!”
“Post Poetic”
“Lo-Fi Dimensional Portal”

Post Experiential Project : Pairing/Groups
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